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Performance    Q1 FY1819 FY1718   FY1617   Apr16-now   

Mi50    -3.06% 20.50% 54.02% 79.91% 

NIFTY 50    5.94% 10.25% 18.56% 38.48% 

NIFTY 500    2.81% 11.47% 23.92% 42.02% 

NIFTY SMALLCAP 250    -7.73% 14.12% 36.81% 44.06% 

 

 
 
The Mi50 strategy clocked a negative quarter at -3.06% for the period ending June 30 

2018. This is the second consecutive negative quarter after recording a fall of 9.58% in 
the quarter ended Mar 2018.  

 

There were 21 exits and 20new entrants to the portfolio. Of the exits done this quarter 
maximum loss was taken in the trades of CMICABLES  (30%)WINDMACHIN (24%). 

RADICO, GSS, MUTHOOTCAP were among the top gainers this quarter.  
 

The strategy has 41% cash at end of the quarter vs 75% cash at the end of last quarter 
and this may indicate the bottoming of this segment (small and midcap stocks). The 
strategy closed the quarter with a net drawdown from peak (end of quarter basis) at 

12.93%. The Max drawdown since inception  also stands at 12.93% 
 

We will now wait patiently for the momentum to re-start across the board in the coming 
quarter. The fall while it seems underperforming the benchmark index is not too bad 
given the very concentrated rise in FMCG and IT stocks within the major indices. We 

remain confident about the strategy going forward given its performance in last many 
years. 
 
Disclaimer: Return calculations take into account all transaction costs and slippages but do not include advisory fees and capital gains tax.  Past 
performance is no guarantee of future performance. Future performance will be largely dependant on market conditions and the trending nature of the 
market.  This update is not intended to solicit business. New clients wishing to participate must read the terms of service and risk disclosure fully at the 
website.  Alok Jain (Weekendinvesting.com)  provides advisory services as a SEBI RIA Regn No. INA100007532. Queries can be sent to 
alok@weekendinvesting.com 
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